A platform-centric approach with applicable, effective tools to transform endpoint management and security.

WHAT'S THE SOLUTION?

Monitor
Query systems to get visibility changes as they occur
Analyze
Systems for risks and threats
Respond
To fix issues

WHY NOT INVEST LESS, GET MUCH MORE

Spending on security products & services Many Products, No Security
Expensive products with complicated and overlapping functionality aren't meeting today's security and system management needs.

2017-2021
$1 Trillion
$3.8 Million
Average cost of a data breach to a business

JUST AS A COMPUTING INFRASTRUCTURE CAN BE PROVISIONED FROM THE CLOUD, A SIMILAR APPROACH IS NEEDED FOR IT SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT AND SECURITY. A PLATFORM OF TOOLS CAN EFFECTIVELY HANDLE TASKS.

WHY NOT INVEST LESS, GET MUCH MORE

Absorbing the cost of product features that aren't applicable or useful wouldn't be necessary with task-specific tools. Installation and training burdens would be drastically reduced. And with proper tools, security and system management concerns would be resolved.

Whether using a CapEx or OpEx model, purchasing products with overlapping capabilities contributes to cost overruns. Provisioning tools as needed from the cloud and paying only for actual usage helps control costs.

HOW DO I MANAGE COSTS?

SaaS-BASED SECURITY AND SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT TOOLS

90% of successful attacks occur because of vulnerabilities & misconfigurations
60% of malware is undetected
Ransomware and other malware attacks are continually in headlines.

Frequency of security breaches and exploits illustrates a fundamental shortcoming in how security is approached.

SanerNow
Your Platform for Managing and Securing Endpoints

Reduce up to 60% of IT product investment

One cloud-based platform, multiple use cases: Simplify IT security and management. Reduce costs.

With the SanerNow platform:
• Deploy tools in minutes
• Get rapid results
• Pay for what is used

Use an effective platform tool approach for your endpoint security and system management.

• Reduce security risk
• Reduce costs
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https://www.sanernow.com
https://www.secpod.com